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Alexa Web Information Service 

Release Notes 
Release Date: 2006-05-11 

Latest WSDL/API Version: 2005-07-11 

New Features 

The following table lists the new features in this release: 

Feature Description 

Better relevance for 

the WebSearch 

operation 

This release includes changes to the search 

engine to give better relevance for search 

results.    The default parameter settings have 

been changed to use a new relevance 

algorithm. 

QueryRelevanceStyle 

parameter 

For advanced users, a new 

QueryRelevanceStyle parameter replaces the 

old Relevance parameter.   Accepted values 

for QueryRelevanceStyle are ‘None’, ‘Fast’, 

and ‘Better’.   ‘Better’ is the default value. 

This parameter determines the order in which 

matching results are returned.  The relevance 

settings only apply to unfielded query terms 

(i.e. terms that are not prefixed by a search 

field and a colon).  

Valid values are: 

"None" - Matches are returned in order of 

highest trafficked sites first until the specified 

Count is reached.  Only the first search field in 

the SearchFields parameter is used. 

The recommended value for the SearchFields 
parameter is "Text".  

"Fast" - The Fast relevance style iterates 

through the fields listed in the SearchFields 

parameter, and returns matching results 

in order of highest trafficked sites first until 

(Start+Count) results are reached. The 

recommended value for the SearchFields 

parameter is "SLD,cool,text" when using Fast 
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relevance.  

"Better" -   Better relevance matches search 

terms against all of the fields specified in the 

SearchFields parameter.   A query of the form 

(a b) with a SearchFields parameter of 

F1,F2,F3 becomes F1:(a b) OR F2:(a b) OR 

F3:(a b) The number of fields matched, term 

frequency, inverse document frequency and 

proximity to other matching terms is 

considered. The recommended value for the 

SearchFields parameter is 

"Anchor?,Site,Url,Title,Dmoz,SLD;Text" when 

using Better relevance.   

Note: The list of fields available for the 

SearchFields parameter is listed on the 
Advanced Query Syntax page. 

New explanation of the SearchFields 

parameter: 

 

The SearchField parameter specifies set(s) of 

fields to search for for unfielded query terms 

(i.e. terms that are not prefixed by a search 

field and a colon). If there are multiple sets of 

fields(separated by ';'), each set is tried in 

turn until the specified count is reached (see 

'Count' parameter).  Within a set, multiple 

fields are separated by ','.  Default value is 
"Anchor?,Site,Url,Title,Dmoz,SLD;Text".    

 

Note: The old Relevance parameter is still 

supported for backwards compatibility.  

Relevance=0 is mapped to a 

QueryRelevanceStyle of ‘None.  Relevance=1 

is mapped to ‘Fast’.  Relevance=2,3 or 4 are 

all mapped to ‘Better’.  

 

 


